MEDIA
WILL STEVENS JOINS MANOR FOR 2016 FIA WORLD
ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
Former FORMULA 1 driver, Will Stevens, joins Manor as the team expands its
entry in the WEC to two cars.
Silverstone, UK
Monday 29th February 2016, 10:00 GMT
Only a few weeks after confirming its entry into WEC, the team is now pleased to reveal the first in a
series of announcements to be made between now and The Prologue.
Bringing strength, speed and an excellent working relationship with the team is former F1 driver, Will
Stevens who competed in 20 Grands Prix as well as in Formula Renault and World Series by Renault.
The 24‐year‐old British driver will make his sports car debut with Manor.
With an expanded driver line up, the team will run an additional ORECA 05 LM P2 in the FIA World
Endurance Championship. All information relating to the driver pairings and completion of the team’s
full driver line‐up will be made in the near future.
John Booth, Team Principal
“Everything has moved very quickly since we first announced that we would be entering the 2016
World Endurance Championship. It is great news to be running an additional ORECA 05 LM P2, we
can’t wait to get started with the season at The Prologue at the end of March.
It’s great that Will is joining the team, we know his talent and speed from working with him over the
last few years in Formula 1 and we are all really looking forward to going racing with him.”
Will Stevens, Driver
“The opportunity to continue my relationship with Graeme and John was one that I was very pleased
to accept. It gives me a great chance to explore endurance racing, be competitive and go racing with
people I enjoyed working with last year so I’m looking forward to it.
“My objective is to have a number of top level career choices going forward, and to be able to gain
experience in endurance racing will hopefully open up my career prospects. I want to keep very busy,
enjoy my racing and do some winning and I’m confident that by working again with Manor in WEC I’ll
achieve all of those things.”
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